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COMPLEMENTARY ALGORITHMS FOR TABLEAUX
TOM ROBY, FRANK SOTTILE, JEFF STROOMER, AND JULIAN WEST
Abstract. We study four operations defined on pairs of tableaux. Algorithms for
the first three involve the familiar procedures of jeu de taquin, row insertion, and
column insertion. The fourth operation, hopscotch, is new, although specialised
versions have appeared previously. Like the other three operations, this new opera-
tion may be computed with a set of local rules in a growth diagram, and it preserves
Knuth equivalence class. Each of these four operations gives rise to an a priori dis-
tinct theory of dual equivalence. We show that these four theories coincide. The
four operations are linked via the involutive tableau operations of complementation
and conjugation.
Introduction
Schu¨tzenberger’s theory of jeu de taquin [17] and the insertion procedure of Schen-
sted [16] have found their way into the standard toolkit of the combinatorial represen-
tation theorist. These algorithms were originally developed for tableaux of partition
shape, but more recent work [15, 4] uses them to define operations on pairs of skew
tableaux. A striking duality between Schensted insertion and Schu¨tzenberger’s jeu
de taquin was noted by Stembridge [21] in his theory of rational tableaux.
We introduce the involutive tableau operation of complementation to formalise this
duality, showing that internal row insertion and the jeu de taquin give complemen-
tary operations on pairs of tableaux. This is readily seen using the growth diagram
formulation for operations on tableaux introduced by Fomin [2] and rediscovered sev-
eral times, most notably by van Leeuwen [9, 8]. Column insertion [3, 14] is another
tableau algorithm that can be extended to define the operation of internal column in-
sertion between pairs of tableaux. The operation hopscotch which is complementary
to internal column insertion is new, although it extends both Stroomer’s algorithm
of column-sliding [22] and Tesler’s [23] rightward- and leftward-shift games.
These four operations of jeu de taquin, internal row insertion, internal column
insertion, and hopscotch all preserve Knuth-equivalence. A consequence is that hop-
scotch gives rise to new algorithms to rectify tableaux. We also show that these four
operations have the same dual-equivalence theory.
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This paper is organised as follows. Section 1 recalls basic definitions and termi-
nology concerning tableaux, the jeu de taquin, and Knuth equivalence. In Section 2
we introduce complementation and determine its behaviour with respect to Knuth
equivalence and dual equivalence. Section 3 is devoted to operations on pairs of
tableaux given by growth diagrams constructed from local rules, and introduces the
notion of complementary operations on pairs of tableaux. In Section 4 we show that
the two operations of jeu de taquin and internal row insertion are complementary.
In Section 5 we define internal column insertion and its complementary operation
hopscotch, and in Section 6, we investigate some features of hopscotch. Finally, in
Section 7, we supplement the jeu de taquin, describing four additional algorithms to
rectify skew tableaux. The first three are not well-known, while the fourth is new.
Schematically, the four operations of jeu de taquin, internal row insertion, internal
column insertion, and hopscotch are linked through complementation and conjugation
as follows:
Jeu de taquin Hopscotch
Internal Internal
row insertion column insertion
✻
❄
Complementation
✻
❄
Complementation
✲✛
Conjugation
1. Tableaux
The tableaux operations of internal row insertion, internal column insertion, and
hopscotch require us to extend the usual notion of tableaux. While these operations
are defined on a class of more general tableaux, we show in Section 7 how they provide
new algorithms for ordinary tableaux. Rather than give a common generalisation,
we instead give a definition that will suffice until Section 5, where we will be precise
about necessary further extensions to our notion of tableau.
A partition α is a weakly decreasing sequence of positive integers αm ≥ · · · ≥ αn
indexed by an interval m,m+1, . . . , n of integers. The shape of a partition α is a
left justified array of boxes whose ith row contains αi boxes. We make no distinction
between a partition and its shape. Thus we identify partitions that differ only in
their number of trailing zeroes. Partitions are partially ordered ⊆ by componentwise
comparison of sequences. If α ⊆ β, then we may form the (skew) shape β/α, consist-
ing of those boxes which are in β but not in α. The shape β/α has inner border α
and outer border β. We call β/α a horizontal strip if no column of β/α contains two
or more boxes. That is, βm ≥ αm ≥ βm+1 ≥ · · · ≥ βn ≥ αn. When α ⊆ β ⊆ δ, we
say that the shape δ/β extends the shape β/α.
A tableau T with shape β/α and entries from the alphabet [k] := {1, . . . , k} is
a chain α = β0 ⊆ β1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ βk = β, where the successive skew shapes βi/βi−1
are horizontal strips. The content of T is the sequence whose ith component is the
number of boxes in the horizontal strip βi/βi−1. Filling the boxes of βi/βi−1 with the
integer i shows this is equivalent to the usual definition of a column-strict tableau.
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We represent tableaux both as chains and as fillings of a shape with a totally ordered
alphabet (in practice, the positive integers or Roman alphabet). For example, the
chain and the filling of the shape (4, 2, 1)/(1) below both represent the same tableau.
1
1
22
3
2
A tableau is standard if each βi/βi−1 consists of a single box, so that the chain
is saturated. In this case, we say βi−1⊂· βi is a cover. Many (but not all) of our
tableaux algorithms may be computed via the standard renumbering of a tableau T .
The standard renumbering of T is the refinement of the chain representing T where
each horizontal strip is filled in ‘left-to-right’. For example, here is the standard
renumbering of the tableau above.
1
2 54
6
3
Let α ⊆ β ⊆ δ be partitions. If α⊂· β is a cover, then β/α is a single box b, which
we call an inner corner of δ/β. If instead β⊂· δ, then δ/β is a single box b, called an
outer corner of β/α.
A jeu de taquin slide [17] is a specific reversible procedure that, given a tableau T
and an inner corner b of the shape of T , moves b through T , producing a new tableau
together with an outer corner. It proceeds by successively interchanging the empty
box b with one of its neighbours to the right or below in such a way that at every
step the figure has increasing columns and weakly increasing rows. When the box
has neighbours both right and below it moves as indicated:
a
b 7−→


b
a a < b
b a b ≤ a
(1.1)
When the box has only a single such neighbour, it interchanges with that neighbour,
and the slide concludes when the box has no neighbours. The reverse of this procedure
is also called a jeu de taquin slide.
Schu¨tzenberger’s jeu de taquin is the procedure that, given a tableau P , applies
jeu de taquin slides beginning at inner corners of P , and concludes when there are
no more such corners. Schu¨tzenberger proves [18] that the result, which we call the
rectification of P , is independent of choices of inner corners.
A tableau U extends another tableau T if the shape of U extends the shape of
T . If T is a tableau extended by U , then the standard renumbering of T gives a
set of instructions for applying jeu de taquin slides to U : The last cover of T is an
inner corner of U , and after applying the slide beginning with that corner, the next
slide begins at the new inner corner given by the next to last cover of T , and so on.
Write Q for the resulting tableau. One could consider the sequence of outer corners
obtained from this procedure as a tableau P or regard U as a set of instructions for
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slides on T ; these both produce the same tableau [4, 1] (up to standard renumbering).
If we set J (T, U) = (P,Q), then J defines an involution, which we call the jeu de
taquin, on pairs of tableaux where one extends the other.
Two fundamental equivalence relations among tableaux are Knuth equivalence
and dual equivalence. We call two tableaux T and U Knuth-equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by a sequence of jeu de taquin slides. (This is equivalent to
their reading words being Knuth-equivalent in the standard sense [20].) Two tableaux
T and U with the same shape are dual equivalent if applying the same sequence of
jeu de taquin slides to T and to U always gives tableaux of the same shape. These
are related by a result of Haiman [4]: The intersection of any Knuth-equivalence class
and any dual-equivalence class is either empty or consists of a unique tableau.
2. Complementation
Complementation originated in a combinatorial procedure of Stanley [19] to model
the evaluation (x1 · · ·xk)
λ1sλ(1/x1, . . . , 1/xk), where sλ(x1, . . . , xk) is the Schur poly-
nomial [20]. In combinatorial representation theory, complementation provides a
combinatorial model for the procedure of dividing by the determinantal representa-
tion of GLk. In this context, it was used by Stembridge [21] and Stroomer [22] to
develop combinatorial algorithms for studying rational representations of GLk. (The
classical Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence [11, 16, 6] is used to study poly-
nomial representations of GLk.) Reiner and Shimozono [10] studied the commutation
of a version of complementation (which they called “Boxcomp”) with other tableaux
operations. Given a tableau T filled with integers from [k], these authors formed a
tableau whose columns were obtained from the columns of T by complementing each
in the set [k] and rotating the resulting tableau by 180◦. Rather than rotate the
result, we instead choose to renumber the resulting tableau.
More precisely, let T be a tableau with shape β/α and entries from the alphabet
[k], and fix l ≥ βm, the initial and largest part of β. Form a new tableau T
C with
l columns as follows. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ l, let A be the set-theoretic complement of
the entries of column j of T in the set [k], considered in the dual order: k < k− 1 <
· · · < 1. Since it is inconvenient (and possibly ambiguous) to work with tableau
whose alphabet has more than one order, we make the replacement j 7→ k + 1 − j,
which indicates the same chain of shapes in the usual order on [k]. The figure below
illustrates this two-step process, complementing the tableau T on the left with k = 4
and l = 5. In the middle figure, we write the complement of a column of T below
that column, but in reverse order, and the rightmost figure is the complement TC ,
where we have applied the substitution j 7→ k + 1− j to the complemented columns
and omitted writing T .
2
31
2
1
1
4 4 2 4
31
4
3
1 2
1
2
3
2
2
31
2
1
1
4 4 3 1
24
1
2
4 3
4
3
2
3
(2.1)
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This figure also illustrates the fact that if some columns of T are empty (for instance,
if l > βm), then the corresponding columns of T
C will consist of the full set [k]. If
we identify tableaux which differ by a vertical shift, we may also write the columns
of TC above the corresponding columns of T . This proves that complementation is
involutive, under this identification.
Theorem 2.1. Let T be a tableau with shape β/α and entries from [k] and suppose
l ≥ βm, the initial part of β. Then T
CC = T .
Complementation depends upon both k and l. Our notation, TC , intentionally
disregards this dependence. We adopt the convention that we use the same integers
k and l when two or more tableaux are to be complemented. Using an extension
of notation, we observe that the shape of TC is (lk, β)/α. (Here lk denotes the
rectangular shape consisting of k parts of length l; context will distinguish this from
the superscripts on Greek letters indicating chains of shapes.)
We express complementation in terms of chains in Young’s lattice. Let T be a
tableau, written as a chain α = β0 ⊆ β1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ βk = β in Young’s lattice, where
βi/βi−1 is the horizontal strip of i’s in T . Then TC is the chain β ⊆ (l, βk−1) ⊆
(l2, βk−2) ⊆ · · · ⊆ (li, βk−i) ⊆ · · · ⊆ (lk, β0). It is an exercise that this agrees with the
definition given above. In particular, it can immediately be seen that the shape is as
claimed. Each row of partitions in Figure 1 is one of the two complementary tableaux
in (2.1). We write the second row in reverse order to illustrate the key feature of
Figure 1. Complementary tableaux as chains.
complementation—that the ith horizontal strip in the complement contains boxes in
exactly the columns complementary to the corresponding (k+1−i)th horizontal strip
in the original tableau.
Complementation preserves both Knuth equivalence and dual equivalence.
Theorem 2.2. Suppose T and U are tableaux with at most l columns and entries
from the alphabet [k]. Then
(i) U is Knuth-equivalent to T if and only if UC is Knuth-equivalent to TC.
(ii) U is dual-equivalent to T if and only if UC is dual-equivalent to TC.
We prove Theorem 2.2 in Section 4.
Remark. Theorem 2.2 shows that complementation commutes with the involution
reversal T 7→ T e of [1]. To see this, given a tableau T , let T ∗ be the tableau obtained
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by rotating T 180◦ and replacing each entry j with k+1−j. Then the reversal T e of
T is the unique tableau dual-equivalent to T (and hence with the same shape as T )
and Knuth-equivalent to T ∗. For tableaux of partition shape, reversal coincides with
Schu¨tzenberger’s evacuation procedure [17] (called “promotion” there), but the two
procedures differ for general skew tableaux. This extends the result of Reiner and
Shimozono ([10], Theorem 2) that complementation commutes with evacuation.
3. Growth diagrams and local rules
Many properties of tableaux algorithms such as symmetry become clear when
the algorithms are formulated in terms of growth diagrams governed by local rules.
Fomin [2] introduced this approach to the Robinson-Schensted correspondence, it
was rediscovered by van Leeuwen [8], and Roby [12] developed it further. We study
tableaux algorithms related via complementation of their growth diagrams.
3.1. Growth diagrams. A growth diagram is a rectangular array of partitions where
every row and every column is a tableau, with the additional restriction that all
tableaux formed by the rows have the same content, as do all tableaux formed by the
columns. Specifically, the sequence β0, β1, . . . , βk of partitions (read left-to-right) in
each row forms a chain β0 ⊆ β1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ βk, with each βi/βi−1 a horizontal strip,
and the number of boxes in βi/βi−1 does not depend upon which row this chain
came from. (We require the same to hold for the sequence of partitions read top-to-
bottom in each column.) For example, here is a growth diagram where the horizontal
tableaux have content (1, 2, 2) and the vertical tableaux have content (2, 1, 1).
1 2 31 33
21 22 321 332
211 221 3211 3321
221 222 3221 3322
(3.1)
Traditionally the tableaux in a growth diagram are standard. We relax this in
order to define complementation of a growth diagram. Given an integer l ≥ δ1, where
δ is the lower right partition in the growth diagram, we complement the tableaux
represented by each row to obtain new tableaux, also written as chains of shapes.
These combine together to give a new growth diagram. We then complement the
columns of these diagrams to obtain two more growth diagrams. Figure 2 shows the
four growth diagrams we obtain from (3.1) by this process. Here, k is 3 for both the
vertical and horizontal tableaux, and the complementation parameter is l = 4.
The lower right growth diagram may also be obtained from the lower left diagram
by complementing rows. Indeed, if we number the rows of the original growth diagram
1, 2, . . . , k and the columns 1, 2, . . . , m and if β is the partition in position (i, j) of the
original diagram, then (l(k−i)+(m−j), β) is the partition in position (k−i+1, m−j+1)
of the lower right growth diagram. By Theorem 2.1, further complementation of the
rows or columns yields no new growth diagrams. (Here, we identify tableaux which
differ by a vertical shift.)
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1 2 31 33 33 431 442 4441
21 22 321 332 332 4321 4422 44421
211 221 3211 3321 3321 43211 44221 444211
221 222 3221 3322 3322 43221 44222 444221
221 222 3221 3322 3322 43221 44222 444221
4211 4221 43211 43321 43321 443211 444221 4444211
4421 4422 44321 44332 44332 444321 444422 4444421
4441 4442 44431 44433 44433 444431 444442 4444441
Figure 2. Complementary growth diagrams.
3.2. Local rules. A local rule L is a rule for completing the missing corner of a 2×2
growth diagram given 3 partitions that are related by horizontal strips. Suppose we
have partitions α ⊂ β ⊂ δ with β/α and δ/γ horizontal strips. A switching local rule
L is a rule for completing the missing lower left corner γ of a partial growth diagram
α β
δ
.
Write γ = L(α, β, δ). A switching local rule also gives a rule for completing a missing
upper right corner of a partial growth diagram, by the obvious symmetry of the
two cases. In order to make L reversible, we insist that the rule be symmetrical:
γ = L(α, β, δ) ⇐⇒ β = L(α, γ, δ).
Suppose we have three partitions α, β, and γ with γ/α and β/α horizontal strips,
so that
α β
γ
is a (partial) growth diagram. An insertion local rule L is a rule that associates a
fourth partition δ to such a partial growth diagram such that
α β
γ δ
is a growth diagram. We require that L be invariant under vertical shifts of the
horizontal strips β/α and γ/α. By this we mean that if l is at least as long as the
initial part of δ, then the rule L completes the partial growth diagram
(l, α) (l, β)
(l, γ)
with the partition (l, δ). We write δ = L(α; β, γ). We further require L to be
symmetric in β and γ.
We would like to define a reverse map L(β, γ; δ) for all β, γ, and δ with δ/β and δ/γ
horizontal strips with the property that L(α; β, γ) = δ if and only if α = L(β, γ; δ).
Unfortunately, this is impossible as the following example shows. Let β = γ = 0 be
the empty partition and δ = 1 be the partition with a single part of size 1. Then
there simply does not exist a partition α with β/α and γ/α a single box.
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To circumvent this problem, we call an insertion local rule L reversible if given
partitions β, γ, and δ with δ/β and δ/γ horizontal strips and an integer l at least
as large as the initial part of δ, then there exists a unique partition α such that
L(α; (l, β), (l, γ)) = (l, δ).
A reversible local rule L and an integer l together define a local rule for computing
the missing upper left corner of a growth diagram
β
γ δ
when l ≥ δm, the initial part of δ. First prepend a single, (m−1)th, part l to each
of β, γ, and δ and then set L(β, γ; δ) := α, where α is the unique partition such that
L(α; (l, β), (l, γ)) = (l, δ). Prepending the part of size l does not alter the horizontal
strips δ/β and δ/γ, as it only shifts them vertically.
As with complementation, we suppress this parameter l in our notation. However,
we insist that it coincides with the complementation parameter when combining an
insertion local rule with complementation.
3.3. Tableaux algorithms. An insertion local rule L determines a bijection on pairs
of tableaux which share a common border as follows. Given a pair (P,Q) sharing an
inner border, write the tableau P across the first row of an array and the tableau Q
down the first column. Then use L to fill in the array and obtain a growth diagram.
If U is the tableau of the last column in this diagram and T the tableau of the last
row in this diagram, then T and U share the same outer border and the pair (T, U)
is determined from the pair (P,Q) by the local rule L. When L is reversible and P
and Q share an outer border occupying columns (at most) 1, . . . , l, then we write P
and Q across the last row and column of the array and use the (reverse) local rule to
complete the growth diagram, obtaining a pair (T, U) which share an inner border.
We indicate this by writing L(P,Q) = (T, U).
Similarly, a switching local rule L determines an involution on pairs of Young
tableaux (P,Q) where P extends Q and we write L(P,Q) = (T, U). These mappings
have the following properties.
Theorem 3.1. A switching local rule L determines an involution{
Tableaux P and Q
where Q extends P .
}
L
←−→
{
Tableaux T and U
where T extends U .
}
such that if L(P,Q) = (T, U), then P and T have the same content, as do Q and U .
Also, P and U have the same inner border and Q and T have the same outer border.
A reversible insertion local rule L determines a bijection{
Tableaux P and Q which
share an inner border and
occupy columns 1, . . . , l.
}
L
←−→
{
Tableaux T and U which
share an outer border and
occupy columns 1, . . . , l.
}
with L ◦ L the identity such that if L(P,Q) = (T, U), then P and T have the same
content, as do Q and U . Also, the outer border of P equals the inner border of U ,
and the outer border of Q equals the inner border of T .
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We combine complementation of growth diagrams with this local rules construction
of tableaux algorithms. Given a local rule (and mapping) L, define its complement
LC by
LC(P,Q) = (T, UC), where L(P,QC) = (T, U) ,(3.2)
when this is well-defined. (Recall our convention that k and l are fixed when com-
plementing several tableaux.) In other words, complement one tableau, perform the
operation determined by L, then complement back the appropiate tableau.
One set of conditions on L which ensures this is well-defined is the following.
I. L does not increase the number of columns in tableaux. By this we mean that
if L(P,Q) = (T, U) with P and Q having at most l columns, then T and U have
at most l columns. (This is automatically satisfied by switching local rules.)
II. We have L(P,Q) = (T, U) if and only if L(PC , QC) = (TC , UC).
Any local rule L satisfying conditions I and II has a complement LC which also
satisfies conditions I and II.
When an insertion local rule satisfies conditions I and II, the tableaux operation
LC is given by the switching local rule LC(α, β, δ) = γ, where L completes the partial
growth diagram
β (l, α)
δ
with the partition (l, γ), for l ≥ δm, the initial part of δ. Also, the growth diagrams
for L and LC fit into an array of four growth diagrams as in Section 3.1, displayed
schematically in Figure 3. (Shown here for an insertion local rule L.)
PC
P
PC
P
TC
T
U UC
Q QC
Q QC
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑✸
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗s ✑
✑
✑
✑
✑
✑✸
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗s✰
❦
✰
❦
LC L
L LC
Figure 3. Growth diagrams of complementary operations.
3.4. Dual equivalence. Let L be a reversible insertion local rule. Given a tableau
Q sharing a border (inner or outer) with a tableau P , set (T, U) = L(P,Q). We call
this passage from P to T (which is determined by Q) an L-move applied to P . Two
tableaux P and P ′ with the same shape are L-dual equivalent if applying the same
sequence of L-moves to P and to P ′ gives tableaux of the same shape. When L is
a switching local rule, we may similarly define L-moves and L-dual equivalence. An
elementary consequence of these definitions is that if Q and Q′ are L-dual equivalent,
then the L-moves determined by Q and Q′ are identical.
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When a local rule L has a complement LC , L-dual equivalence coincides with
LC-dual equivalence.
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a local rule. If (3.2) defines a complementary mapping LC,
then L-dual equivalence coincides with LC-dual equivalence. If L satisfies condition
II, then a tableau P is L-dual equivalent to Q if and only if PC is L-dual equivalent
to QC.
Proof. Complementing the second coordinates of a sequence of L-moves applied
to a tableau P gives a sequence of LC-moves applied to P . Thus L-dual equivalence
coincides with LC-dual equivalence.
When L satisfies condition II, complementing both coordinates of a sequence of
L-moves applied to a tableau P gives a sequence of L-moves applied to PC . Thus P
is L-dual equivalent to Q if and only if PC is L-dual equivalent to QC .
4. Internal row insertion
We apply the formalism of Section 3 to show Schu¨tzenberger’s jeu de taquin and
internal row insertion (a modification of the procedure introduced in [15]) are com-
plementary operations on pairs of tableaux. We first define the insertion local rule R
for internal row insertion. Suppose α ⊂ β and α ⊂ γ with β/α and γ/α horizontal
strips, and prepending an integer if necessary, we assume that the initial (mth) parts
of α, β, and γ are equal to the same number l. Set δm = l and for i > m,
δi := max{βi, γi} + min{βi−1, γi−1} − αi−1 .(4.1)
Define R(α; β, γ) := δ.
Lemma 4.1. The rule (4.1) defines a reversible insertion local rule R.
Proof. The rule (4.1) is symmetric in β and γ, and α is determined by β, γ, and
δ, and so it is reversible. If δ is defined by (4.1), then
α β
γ δ
is a growth diagram. Indeed, as max{βi, γi} ≤ δi, both δ/β and δ/γ will be horizontal
strips if δi ≤ min{βi−1, γi−1}. But this follows since max{βi, γi} ≤ αi−1, as β/α and
γ/α are horizontal strips.
It remains to show that
∑
i δi −
∑
i γi =
∑
i βi −
∑
i αi. Let n be an index such
that αn = βn = γn = 0. Since δm = l, we have∑
i
δi = l +
n∑
i=m+1
max{βi, γi} + min{βi−1, γi−1} − αi−1
=
n∑
i=m
max{βi, γi} + min{βi, γi} − αi−1
=
∑
i
γi +
∑
i
βi −
∑
i
αi ,
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which completes the proof.
We define internal row insertion to be the tableaux operation determined by the
insertion local rule R, as in Section 3.3. Observe that R satisfies the conditions I
and II of Section 3.3, and so it has a complement, RC . We show that RC coincides
with the jeu de taquin operation J of Section 1, formalising the duality between jeu
de taquin slides and row insertion discovered by Stembridge. We later relate these
formulations of J and R to the traditional descriptions found in [15, 20].
Theorem 4.2. The tableaux operation RC coincides with the jeu de taquin J .
Figure 4 shows R and J applied to complementary pairs of horizontal strips. Our
convention is to number one tableau with letters, the other with numbers to help
distinguish them; it is only the chain of shapes that matters. When one tableau
extends another, we juxtapose them and use a thick line to indicate the boundary
between the two.
111
a
1aa
11a
11aa
J
←−−→
1 a a
a1111
1 a a
a11
1
a
1 1 a
1
11
11
a
aaa
R
←−−→
a
1
1 11 1
a a
1
a a
1 1
a
Figure 4. J and R on complementary horizontal strips.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For statement (i), suppose we have a tableau Q extending
a tableau P . If we complement both the rows and the columns of the growth diagram
computing J (P,Q), then we obtain a growth diagram computing J (PC, QC). Thus
(T, U) = J (P,Q) ⇐⇒ (TC, UC) = J (PC, QC) ,
from which the statement (i) follows.
In the notation of this section, assertion (ii) becomes
(ii)′ U is J -dual equivalent to T if and only if UC is J -dual equivalent to TC.
But this follows by Theorem 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Given a tableau T : α ⊆ β ⊆ δ with l = δm, the initial
part of δ, we have RC(α, β, δ) = γ, where R completes the partial growth diagram
β (l, α)
δ
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with the partition (l, γ). Thus for each i,
(l, γ)i+1 = max{δi+1, (l, α)i+1}+min{δi, (l, α)i} − βi
or
γi = max{δi+1, αi}+min{δi, αi−1} − βi .(4.2)
We describe this in terms of the tableau T . Suppose β/α is filled with a’s and δ/β
is filled with 1’s. Form a new tableau U as follows.
(i) In each column of T that contains both an a and a 1, interchange these symbols,
and afterwards
(ii) in each row segment containing both a’s and 1’s left fixed under (i), shift the
a’s to the right and the 1’s to the left.
We claim that U is the tableau α ⊆ γ ⊆ δ with γ/α filled with 1’s and δ/γ filled
a’s. Any tableau U ′ : α ⊆ γ′ ⊆ δ has each column of length 2 filled with a 1 above
an a, as in (i). Observe that βi − max{δi+1, αi} is the number of a’s in the ith row
of T left fixed by (i) and min{δi, αi−1} − βi the number of 1’s left fixed by (i). The
claim follows by observing that γi −max{δi+1, αi} = min{δi, αi−1} − βi.
The theorem follows as rules (i) and (ii) describe the action of the jeu de taquin
on horizontal strips as given by James and Kerber [5, pp. 91-92], and this suffices to
describe the jeu de taquin (see also [1]).
The local rule R is described in terms of horizontal strips filled with entries a and
1 as follows. Given a horizontal strip β/α filled with a’s and a horizontal strip γ/α
filled with 1’s, transfer any a’s and 1’s which occupy the same boxes in row i into the
next row, beginning with max{βi, γi}. The reverse operation is similarly described.
Example 4.3. The first column P and first row Q of the growth diagram (3.1) are
the following tableaux:
P = 1
2
3
1
and Q =
2 3 3
21 .
We claim that this growth diagram is obtained from P and Q using R. For example,
consider the upper left square of (3.1). Set l := 3, the length of the first (undisplayed)
part of the partitions, and set α = (3, 1, 0), β = (3, 2, 0), γ = (3, 2, 1), and δ =
(3, 2, 2). Note that δ1 = 3, and
δ2 = 2 = 2 + 3− 3 = max{β2, γ2}+min{β1, γ1} − α1 ,
δ3 = 2 = 1 + 2− 1 = max{β3, γ3}+min{β2, γ2} − α2 ,
in agreement with (4.1). If we consider the last row and last column of (3.1), we see
that R(P,Q) = (T, U), where
T =
1
2 3
1
and U = 3
2
2 3
1
.
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The additional 3 growth diagrams in Figure 2 provide further examples of J and
R. Consider the lower left growth diagram of Figure 2.
221 222 3221 3322
4211 4221 43211 43321
4421 4422 44321 44332
4441 4442 44431 44433
Let PC be the tableau of the first column (filled with a < b < c) and Q the tableau
of the last row. From this, we see that J (PC , Q) = (TC , U), i.e.,
J


a a
a
b b
b c c
1
2 3 3
2

 = 1
2
2
3
3
a
a
a
b
b
b
c
c
.
Both the jeu de taquin and the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (of which in-
ternal row insertion is a variant) are described in [20] via growth diagrams consisting
of standard tableaux as follows.
In Appendix 1 to Chapter 7 in [20], Fomin gives the following local rule for the
jeu de taquin: If α⊂· β⊂· δ, then either the interval [α, δ] in Young’s lattice contains
a fourth partition γ 6= β, or else the interval [α, δ] is a chain, in which case we set
γ := β. One may verify from the definition (4.2) of J that γ = J (α, β, δ).
Similarly, suppose that α⊂· β and α⊂· γ. In Section 7.13 of [20], Stanley gives
Fomin’s local rule for Robinson-Schensted insertion.
(1) If β 6= γ, then let δ := β ∨ γ, the unique partition covering both β and γ.
(2) If β = γ, then β/α is a single box in the ith row, and we define δ so that δ/β is
a single box in the (i+1)st row.
One may verify from the definition (4.1) of R that δ = R(α; β, γ). (The other 2
possibilities in [20] of α = β = γ ( = δ) and α = β = γ with a mark in the square—
indicating an external insertion—do not occur for us.)
Let st(β/α) denote the standard renumbering of a horizontal strip β/α, which
is now a standard tableau. The familiar fact that the jeu de taquin and Schen-
sted insertion commute with standard renumbering manifests itself here as follows:
δ = R(α; β, γ) if and only if (st(δ/γ), st(δ/β)) = R(st(β/α), st(γ/α)), and γ =
J (α, β, δ) if and only if (st(δ/γ), st(γ/α)) = J (st(β/α), st(δ/β)).
The skew insertion procedure of Sagan and Stanley [15] mixes Schensted insertion
with the internal insertion procedure R. If tableaux T and U share a common inner
border, then R acts on the pair (T, U) in the same way as the forward direction of
the procedure of Theorem 6.11 [15] when the matrix word pi is empty.
The difference lies in the reverse procedure, where P and Q share an outer border.
The essence of this difference occurs when P and Q are single boxes. Suppose β⊂· δ
and γ⊂· δ (so that δ/β and δ/γ are single boxes) and suppose we have α = R(β, γ; δ).
By the definition of R, if β 6= γ, then α is the unique partition covered by both β
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and γ. If however β = γ and δ/β is a single box in the ith row, then β/α is a single
box in the (i−1)st row.
This differs from the procedure in [15] only in the case (2) when i is the initial row,
that is, β = γ and δ/β is a single box in the first row. Then Sagan and Stanley set
α = β, and bump a number out of their tableaux, forming part of the matrix word
pi. We avoid this by assuming in effect that our partitions have a previous row of
length l = δ1, which is empty in the skew shapes δ/β and δ/γ.
5. Internal Column Insertion, Hopscotch, and Stable Tableaux
For standard tableaux (and hence for all tableaux via standard renumbering), in-
ternal column insertion is essentially the same as internal row insertion—one simply
replaces ‘row’ by ‘column’ in the definitions to obtain internal column insertion.
While internal column insertion gives nothing new of itself, when combined with
complementation, we do get something interesting. We call this new operation hop-
scotch. Hopscotch is defined on pairs P and Q, where Q extends P , and one of P , Q
is a tableau, while the other is a stable tableau, which is defined in Section 5.3 below.
5.1. Local rules for column insertion. We give the following local rules formula-
tion of internal column insertion for standard tableaux, which is the matrix transpose
of that for internal row insertion. Given partitions α⊂· β and α⊂· γ, define a partition
δ by
(1) If γ 6= β, then δ is their least upper bound, β ∨ γ.
(2) If γ = β, and the box β/α is in the jth column, then δ/β is a box in the (j+1)st
column.
Set C(α; β, γ) := δ.
This gives an algorithm for standard tableaux which can be generalised to arbitrary
tableaux by standard renumbering. An explicit rule for operating on horizontal strips
is given in Section 5.2.
Consider now the reverse of this procedure. Given partitions β⊂· δ and γ⊂· δ, we
define α by
(1) If γ 6= β, then α is their greatest lower bound, β ∧ γ.
(2) If γ = β, and the box δ/β is in the jth column, then β/α is a box in the (j−1)st
column.
Set C(β, γ; δ) := α.
The reverse procedure does not work when δ/β is a box in the first column. This
forces us to generalise our notions of shape and tableaux. The basic idea is to allow
the creation of new columns, labeled with non-positive integers, to the left of existing
columns when we need them.
Henceforth we define a shape to be a finite weakly decreasing sequence of integers
(positive or negative), called parts. This set of shapes with a fixed length m forms a
poset under componentwise comparison, which extends Young’s lattice of partitions.
Using ⊂ for this partial order, we define skew shapes β/α for α ⊂ β as before. A
horizontal strip is (as before), a skew shape β/α with at most one box in each column.
We define a tableau of shape β/α with entries from [k] to be a chain α = β0 ⊂ β1 ⊂
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· · · ⊂ βk = β where each βi/βi−1 is a horizontal strip. We can convert a tableau T (as
defined here) into a tableau as defined in [14, 3, 20], merely by adding a large enough
number to each part of the shapes that define T , in effect shifting T horizontally.
5.2. Internal column insertion. We extend this rule C for standard tableaux to an
insertion local rule C for tableaux so that the resulting tableaux operation commutes
with standard renumbering. Let β/α and γ/α be horizontal strips, with α, β, and γ
shapes. Consider applying the tableaux algorithm C to the standard renumberings
of the horizontal strips β/α and γ/α. This proceeds from left to right (from the
last row to the first). If there is any overlap between β/α and γ/α in the ith row,
then the entries in that row are shifted to the right by the amount of that overlap,
displacing entries in the previous row, if necessary. For example, suppose α = (6, 3, 0),
β = (7, 6, 1), and γ = (8, 4, 1). Then we have
2
3 4
2 43
5
1
1
C
−−−→
2 3
4 5
2 3 4
1
1
.
and so δ = (10, 6, 2).
Formally, given shapes α, β, and γ with β/α and γ/α horizontal strips, we define
the shape δ recursively as follows. Suppose that the shapes α, β, and γ each have m
parts. Set dm = 0, and for i = m,m−1, . . . , 2, set
δi := min
{
βi + γi + di − αi
αi−1
,
di−1 := max
{
βi + γi + di − αi − αi−1
0
,
(5.1)
and set δ1 := β1+γ1+d1−α1. We define C(α; β, γ) := δ. Note that C does not change
the number of rows of shapes. In the above example, d3 = d2 = 0 while d1 = 1. The
numbers di’s keep track of boxes ‘bumped’ from row i−1 to row i.
Example 5.1. We apply C to the tableaux P and Q of the upper left growth diagram
in Figure 2 to obtain the following growth diagram.
1 2 31 33
21 31 42 53
211 311 421 531
221 321 431 541
(5.2)
Lemma 5.2. The rule (5.1) defines a local rule C which is reversible in that, given
β, γ, and δ with δ/β and δ/γ horizontal strips, there is a unique shape α with
C(α; β, γ) = δ.
Proof. The only condition that needs to be checked is that δ, β, and γ determine
α. But this follows from the corresponding property of R as we may compute α from
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δ, β, and γ by the standard renumbering of δ/β and δ/γ, using the local rule C for
standard tableaux, which is equivalent to R via conjugation.
We define internal column insertion C to be the tableaux operation determined by
the local rule C.
Theorem 5.3. Internal column insertion is a bijection{
Tableaux P and Q which
share an inner border.
}
C
←−→
{
Tableaux T and U which
share an outer border.
}
with C ◦C the identity such that if C(P,Q) = (T, U), then P is Knuth-equivalent to T
and Q is Knuth-equivalent to U . Also, the outer border of P equals the inner border
of U , and outer border of Q equals the inner border of T .
Furthermore, C-dual equivalence coincides with J -dual equivalence.
Proof. To show Knuth-equivalence, let C(P,Q) = (T, U). Since C commutes with
standard renumbering, we may assume Q is standard. Then T is obtained from P by
a series of internal column insertions. Adapting the arguments of [15], we see that
internal column insertion preserves Knuth equivalence. Thus P is Knuth-equivalent
to T . Since C is symmetric in its two arguments, Q is Knuth-equivalent to U .
Consider applying a sequence of C-moves to a tableau P . Since C commutes with
standard renumbering, we may assume that each C-move in that sequence is given
by a tableau consisting of a single box. The effect of these moves on the shape of P
will be the same as the effect on the shape of the standard renumbering st(P ) of P .
If we take the conjugate (matrix transpose) of tableaux in this sequence of C-moves
applied to st(P ), we obtain a sequence of R-moves applied to the conjugate st(P )t
of st(P ). Since J = RC , this observation and Theorem 3.2 imply that P and Q are
C-dual equivalent if and only if st(P )t and st(Q)t are J -dual-equivalent.
However, a tableau P is dual-equivalent to its standard renumbering, as J com-
mutes with standard renumbering. Also, two dual-equivalent standard tableaux have
dual equivalent conjugates, as the conjugate of a jeu de taquin slide is another jeu
de taquin slide, by (1.1). This proves that C and J have the same dual equivalence
classes.
5.3. Hopscotch and stable tableaux. We would like to define the new tableaux
operation H of hopscotch to be the tableaux operation complementary to internal
column insertion C. That is, if P and Q are tableaux with Q extending P , then we
would set
H(P,Q) := (T, UC) where C(P,QC) = (T, U) .(5.3)
(Recall that U and QC have the same content.) Unfortunately, this does not work in
general. This is because C can increase the number of columns in tableaux, violating
condition I of Section 3.3. However, we will salvage something from this idea, by
extending our notion of “tableau”.
The essential problem comes from the fact that C may increase the number of
columns of a tableau. Thus, if we use a complementation parameter l to form QC ,
then the tableau U may extend beyond the lth column, and thus forming UC will
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require a different complementation parameter, larger than l. This cannot in general
be remedied by increasing l to some other integer. To solve this problem we build
an asymmetry into H, requiring that one of P or Q is a new object called a “stable
tableau”, which is the complement of an ordinary tableau with respect to infinitely
many columns.
We formalise this idea. A stable shape α is a finite weakly decreasing sequence of
integers and the symbols ∞ and ∞, where ∞ < n < ∞ for any integer n. If we
regard a shape as having arbitrarily many trailing ∞s, then stable shapes form a
lattice under componentwise comparison, which contains our earlier poset of shapes.
We form the stable skew shape β/α as before. If the finite parts of α and β occur in
the same rows, then we can ignore initial ∞’s and trailing ∞’s and regard β/α as an
ordinary skew shape. In this way, stable skew shapes and ordinary skew shapes may
extend each other.
A stable horizontal strip β/α is a pair of stable shapes α ⊆ β where, if αm is the
first finite part of α and βn the last finite part of β, then
αm−1 =∞ = βm > αm ≥ βm+1 ≥ · · · ≥ αn−1 ≥ βn > αn =∞ = βn+1 .
If we consider β/α as a collection of boxes in the plane, then β/α has at most one
box in each column, and it has 2 half-infinite rows of boxes extending from either
end. Equivalently, if we let αS := (∞, α), then β/α is a stable horizontal strip if and
only if β ⊆ αS, and, upon removing the ∞’s and ∞’s from β and αS, αS/β is an
ordinary horizontal strip with boxes in the empty columns of β/α.
Let α = (∞, 4, 3, 1, 2¯,∞,∞) and β = (∞,∞, 3, 3, 1¯, 3¯,∞), where we write a¯ for a
negative integer −a. Figure 5 shows the stable horizontal strip β/α and its comple-
mentary horizontal strip αS/β.
a
aa
a a
a
aa
a
aa
Figure 5. Complementary horizontal strips.
A stable tableau T with stable shape β/α and entries from [k] is a chain α =
β0 ⊆ β1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ βk = β of stable shapes, where the successive stable skew shapes
βi/βi−1 are stable horizontal strips. The appropriate notion of complementation for
stable tableaux involves complementing all columns. Thus if T : β0 ⊆ β1 ⊆ · · · ⊆
βk is a stable tableaux, its stable complement T S is the chain βk ⊂ (∞, βk−1) ⊂
· · · ⊂ (∞k, β0). Since T is a stable tableau, each shape βi has one more part of
∞ than its predecessor βi−1 and the same number of finite parts, and so we may
remove the same number of parts of ∞ from each shape (∞k−i, βi) of T S and obtain
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an ordinary tableau. Similarly, if we complement an ordinary tableau T using the
complementation parameter ∞, then we obtain its stable complement T S, a stable
tableau. Figure 6 shows a tableau T and its stable complement T S when k = 5.
1
2
3
4
1 2
2
3
3 4 42 55
4
5
5
5
1
1 1
1
2 3 3
2
3
4
2
3
4
2 3
4 5
1
3
2 2
5 5
3 4 4
52111
5
Figure 6. Stable complements.
We summarise the properties of stable complementation.
Theorem 5.4. Let T be a tableau of shape β/α and entries from [k]. Then T S is a
stable tableau with stable shape (∞k, α)/β and entries from [k]. Similarly, if T is a
stable tableau with entries from [k], then T S is an ordinary tableau with entries from
[k]. In either case, we have T SS = T .
(For the last assertion, we identify tableaux that differ only by a vertical shift.)
Definition 5.5. We define hopscotch, H, to be the stable complement of internal
column insertion. That is, given a tableau P and a stable tableau Q with either P
extending Q or Q extending P , then we set
H(P ;Q) := (T ;US) where C(P,QS) = (T, U) .
Suppose we have H(P ;Q) = (T ;U). We call the passage from the tableau P to
the tableau T an H-move applied to P (which depends upon the stable tableau Q).
Likewise, the passage from Q to the stable tableau U is also called a H-move. As in
Section 3.4, this gives rise to the notion of H-dual equivalence for tableaux and also
for stable tableaux.
Theorem 5.6. The tableaux operation hopscotch gives a bijection{
Pairs (P ;Q) with P a
tableau, Q a stable tableau,
and Q extending P .
}
H
←−→
{
Pairs (T ;U) with T a
tableau, U a stable tableau,
and T extending U .
}
with H ◦H the identity. If H(P ;Q) = (T ;U), then P is Knuth-equivalent to T .
Furthermore, two tableaux P and T are H-dual equivalent if and only if P and T
are J -dual equivalent, and two stable tableaux Q and U are H-dual equivalent if and
only if the tableaux QS and US are J -dual equivalent.
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Proof. These properties of hopscotch all follow from the corresponding properties of
internal column insertion (Theorem 5.3), the definition of hopscotch, and properties
of stable complementation (Theorem 5.4).
6. Hopscotch and Tesler’s Shift Games
We give local rules for hopscotch and relate it to Tesler’s [23] rightward- and
leftward-shift games.
6.1. Local Rules for Hopscotch. We give local rules for H when the ordinary
tableau is standard, that is when each horizontal strip in P is a single box. As
hopscotch commutes with standard renumbering (because internal column insertion
does), this enables the computation of H(P ;Q) when P is an arbitrary tableau.
Definition 6.1. Let α ⊂ β⊂· δ be shapes with β/α a stable horizontal strip. Let c
denote the column of δ/β, and H denote the set of columns of β/α. Define the stable
shape γ with α⊂· γ ⊂ δ as follows.
(1) If c ∈ H , then define γ so that α and γ also differ in column c. (So δ/γ will
have the same set of columns H .)
(2) If c 6∈ H , then let c′ denote the smallest element of H greater than c, and define
γ so that γ and α differ in column c′. (So δ/γ will have the set of columns
H ′ := H ∪ {c′}\{c}.)
Remark 6.2. In either case of Definition 6.1, if β and δ differ in row r, then α and
γ will differ in row r′, where r′ is the largest row less than r where α and β differ.
The local rule described in Definition 6.1 may sometimes be computed when β/α
is an ordinary horizontal strip—which may be considered to be the truncation to a
finite interval of columns of a stable horizontal strip. The 2 × 6 array in Figure 7 is
a growth diagram of ordinary shapes, with the second row filled in from right to left
using the local rule of Definition 6.1.
76643 866532 9765522 97755421 99765532 999765331 999965532
86643 876532 9775522 97765421 99766532 999765431 999965533
Figure 7. Local rule of Definition 6.1.
Theorem 6.3. Given stable shapes α ⊂ β⊂· δ with β/α a stable horizontal strip, the
stable shape γ defined in Definition 6.1 satisfies γ = H(α, β, δ), i.e., Definition 6.1
gives a local rules description of H.
Proof. The theorem follows from the description for C when one strip is standard.
Let α, β, and γ be shapes with α⊂· γ, α ⊂ β with β/α a horizontal strip. Then the
shape δ = C(α; β, γ) may also be defined by
(1) If γ 6⊂ β, then set δ := γ ∨ β.
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(2) Otherwise, γ ⊂ β. In this case, γ/α is a box in column c. Choose δ covering
β so that the box δ/β is in column c′ minimal subject to c′ > c with δ/α is a
horizontal strip.
The reverse local rule for H given α⊂· β ⊂ δ, when the inner horizontal strip
consists of a single box, is described by replacing Case 2 in Definition 6.1 by
(2)′ If c 6∈ H , then let c′ denote the largest element of H less than c, and define
γ so that γ and α differ in column c′. (So δ/γ will be the set of columns
H ′ := H ∪ {c′}\{c}.)
6.2. Hopscotch and Tesler’s shift games. In his study of semi-primary lattices,
Tesler [23] defines certain leftward- and rightward-shift games applied to standard
skew tableaux which model the effect of certain lattice-theoretic procedures. These
games give rise to an algorithm to construct a tableau T of partition shape from
a standard skew tableau P . Studying the corresponding objects in a semi-primary
lattice, he then shows that T is the result of applying jeu de taquin slides to P , and
thus T is the rectification of P . We show how Tesler’s algorithm may be regarded as
a special case of hopscotch and give a combinatorial (as opposed to geometric) proof
that his algorithm computes the rectification of P .
In these games of Tesler, a vertical strip (full of ∗’s) is moved through a tableau
P , and some entries of P are removed (forming the ∗’s). We describe the conjugate
(replacing columns by rows) of Tesler’s rightward shift game in terms of a local rule.
The leftward shift game is the reverse of this procedure.
Definition 6.4. An almost standard tableau P is a tableau β0 ⊂ β1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ βk,
where each ⊂ in the chain is either a cover ⊂· or an equality. Given an almost
standard tableau P : β0 ⊂ β1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ βk, Tesler’s rightward shift game constructs
another almost standard tableau S(P ) : α0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ αk where each βi/αi is a hori-
zontal strip. This begins with α0 := β0. If we have constructed α0, . . . , αi−1, then
we have the (partial) growth diagram
αi−1
βi−1 βi
.
We construct αi as follows.
(1) If βi = βi−1, then we set αi := αi−1.
(2) If βi/βi−1 is a single box in the rth row and if the horizontal strip βi−1/αi−1 has
no boxes in rows less than r, then we set αi := αi−1.
(3) If βi/βi−1 is a single box in the rth row and if the horizontal strip βi−1/αi−1 has
boxes in rows less than r, then we choose the largest row r′ of βi−1/αi−1 less
than r and let αi/αi−1 be a box in that row.
By Remark 6.2, the similarity between these rules, particularly (3), and those for
hopscotch is evident.
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Example 6.5. We give a completed example of S applied to a standard tableau (the
second row below):
421 421 431 431 432 432 442 542 552 552
421 431 432 442 4421 5421 5422 5522 5532 5542
We display this in terms of tableaux.
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
7
9
S
−−−−→
4
86
7
2
Informally, we move the entries in the tableaux in order northeast to the nearest
available space. The 1 vacates the tableau, the 2 moves into the empty space where
the 1 was, the 3 vacates, the 4 moves where the 2 was, the 5 vacates, the 6 moves
where the 3 was, the 7 moves where the 5 was, the 8 moves where the 7 was, and the
9 vacates.
Let r(P ) be the integers in P but not in S(P ), that is, the set of indices i where
βi−1⊂· βi but αi−1 = αi. In the example above, r(P ) = {1, 3, 5, 9}. Then Tesler’s rec-
tification algorithm runs as follows: Given a standard skew tableau P , form tableaux
P0, . . . , Pk and sets r1, . . . , rk recursively, initially setting P0 := P and then
Pi := S(Pi−1) and ri := r(Pi−1) .
Proposition 6.6 ([23], Theorem 8.13). The tableau Pk is empty and r1, . . . , rk form
the rows of the rectification S of P .
We relate this to hopscotch, first showing that S is equivalent to a particular H-
move applied to P , and then we show how to compute the tableau S of Proposition 6.6
using hopscotch. This will give a new, combinatorial proof of this result of Tesler.
Let P : β0⊂· β1⊂· · · · ⊂· βk be a standard tableau where each shape βi has n
nonnegative parts (appending 0’s if needed). Let b be the first (largest) part of βk.
Prepend ∞ and append 0 to each shape βi and consider it to be a stable shape. Set
α0 = β0 and define
γ0 := b ≥ b1 ≥ b2 ≥ · · · ≥ bn >∞ ,
where β0 = ∞ > b1 ≥ · · · ≥ bn ≥ 0. Then the stable horizontal strip β
0/γ0 consists
of two semi-infinite rows of boxes, one beginning in column b+1 in the first row,
and one ending in column 0 in row n+1. Set Q := β0/γ0 and (T ;U) := H(P ;Q).
Define shapes γ1, . . . , γk and α0, . . . , αk so that the standard tableau T above is
γ0⊂· γ1⊂· · · · ⊂· γk and S(P ) = α0 ⊂ · · · ⊂ αk. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , k, set ai :=
#{j < i | αj = αj+1}.
Lemma 6.7. For each i = 0, . . . , k the stable shape γi is
b+ ai ≥ α
i
1 ≥ · · · ≥ α
i
n >∞ .(6.1)
In particular, r(P ) is the first row of T and S(P ) consists of the remaining rows of
T .
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Proof. We prove this by induction on i, the case i = 0 being the definition of γ0.
Suppose that (6.1) holds for γ0, . . . , γi−1. We compare the ith steps of H and S.
Since P is standard, case (1) of Definition 6.4 for S does not occur. If we are in case
(2) of Definition 6.4, then αi = αi−1 and ai = 1 + ai−1. Since the stable horizontal
strip βi−1/γi−1 has no boxes in rows between its first row and the row r of the single
box βi/βi−1, the stable shapes γi and γi−1 differ only in the first row, by Remark 6.2.
Finally, case (3) of Definition 6.4 is equivalent to hopscotch.
Figure 8 shows an example of this hopscotch move where we fill the stable horizontal
strip Q with ∗’s. Note the similarity with Example 6.5.
* *
5
3 7
8 9
4 6
2
1
* *
H
−−−→
1
2
3 5
4
6
7
9
* *
* *
*
*
8
Figure 8. S as a hopscotch move.
To compute the rectification tableau S of Proposition 6.6 using hopscotch, we iter-
ate the hopscotch move of Lemma 6.7, letting the initial tableau P extend sufficiently
many stable horizontal strips of the form Q above. Given P with βi, b, and bi as
in the paragraph before Lemma 6.7, set l := min{k, n}. Define the stable tableau
Q := α0 ⊂ α1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ αl by
αi := ∞i > bl−i ≥ b1 ≥ · · · ≥ bn ≥ 0
i >∞l−i .
If we prepend ∞l and append 0l to each partition βi, then the standard tableau P
extends the stable tableau Q. Set (T ;U) := H(P ;Q). Figure 9 displays this action of
hopscotch on the tableau P of Figure 8, rectifying it to T . The tableau T has partition
5
3 7
8 9
4 6
2
1
c
b
a
d
c
b
a
d
H
−−−→
c
b
a
1 3 95
c
b
a
4 8 a
a2 6 7
b
aa b
b
b
c
c c
c
d
d d
d d
d
Figure 9. Tesler’s rectification algorithm as hopscotch.
shape and is in the initial l rows and columns greater than bn. By Theorem 5.6, T
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is Knuth-equivalent to P and hence is the rectification of P . Successively applying
Lemma 6.7 and analysing the effect of hopscotch on the columns greater than bn, we
obtain a combinatorial proof that Tesler’s algorithm rectifies tableaux.
7. Jeux de Tableaux
In Section 1 we asserted that the new tableaux operations ofR, C, andH have rami-
fications for ordinary tableaux, even though we generalised ordinary tableaux in order
to define these operations. We describe four different algorithms to rectify a column-
strict tableau, supplementing the classical jeu de taquin of Schu¨tzenberger [18]. The
first is constructed from the internal (row) insertion of Sagan and Stanley [15], and
the second is similarly derived from column insertion [3, 14]. The last two are re-
lated to hopscotch. One, which we call row extraction, is the column-strict tableaux
version of Tesler’s rectification algorithm of Section 6.2, and the other, which we call
column extraction, is adapted from Stroomer’s column sliding algorithm [22].
In this section, tableaux all have (skew) partition shape, in the traditional sense:
non-negative integer parts, and the initial part of a partition λ is λ1.
7.1. Internal Insertion Games. Let P be a column-strict tableau of shape λ/µ
with µ, λ partitions. We assume that P has entries in both the first row and first
column. A(n) (inside) cocorner is an entry of P with no neighbours in P to the left
or above. An internal row insertion on P as introduced in [15] begins with a cocorner
of P . That entry is removed from P and inserted into the subsequent rows of P using
Schensted (row) insertion. The resulting tableau is Knuth-equivalent to P .
The row insertion game begins with a column-strict tableau P of shape λ/µ and a
row j with µj = 0. The game proceeds by successive internal row insertions beginning
with cocorners in rows < j, and it ends when there are no such cocorners. The result
is a tableau T of partition shape (occupying rows ≥ j) Knuth-equivalent to P , that is,
the rectification of P . Thus the result of the row insertion game is independent of the
particular sequence of cocorners chosen. We illustrate this process in Figure 10. In
each tableau in that sequence, we shade the cocorner and insertion path that creates
the subsequent tableau.
2
1
3
23
2
13
2
13
1
32
1 1
2 3
21
3
1
2
33
2
1
2
1
2
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
2
Figure 10. The row insertion game.
We do the same with column insertion. An internal column insertion on a tableau
P begins with a cocorner of P . That entry is removed from P and inserted into
subsequent columns of P using column insertion [3, 14], and the resulting tableau is
Knuth-equivalent to P .
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The column insertion game begins with a column-strict tableau P of shape λ/µ and
proceeds by successive internal column insertions beginning with cocorners in columns
1, . . . , µ1, and it ends when there are no such cocorners. The result is a tableau T
of partition shape (occupying columns > µ1) Knuth-equivalent to P , that is, the
rectification of P . Thus the result of the column insertion game is independent of the
particular sequence of cocorners chosen. We illustrate this process in Figure 11. In
each tableau in that sequence, we shade the cocorner and insertion path that creates
the subsequent tableau.
3
2
1 21
32
3
2
1 21
3
22 3
2
3
1 21
3
2
1 2
3
1
2
Figure 11. The column insertion game.
7.2. Row Extraction. Row extraction is the extension of the rectification algorithm
of Tesler, S, described in Section 6.2, to column-strict tableaux. After describing this
extension, we show how it may be used to compute the rectification of a column-strict
skew tableau P . Define the cross order on the cells of a shape or tableau by c ≺ d
if the cell c lies in the same column as, or a subsequent column to, d and is in a
previous row.
Let P : µ = λ0 ⊂ λ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ λk = λ be a tableau where λi/λi−1 is a horizontal strip
of i’s. Row extraction creates an initially vacant horizontal strip of ∗’s and moves it
successively past each horizontal strip λi/λi−1 of P , possibly getting larger as it goes
by the creation of new ∗’s, which replace entries of P . The result is a tableau E(P )
with inner border µ extended by a horizontal strip of ∗’s whose outer border is λ.
The collection of all replaced entries of P is a multiset r(P ).
We describe how to move a horizontal strip of ∗’s past a horizontal strip λi/λi−1
extending it. This proceeds left-to-right through λi/λi−1, moving each entry i as
follows. The current entry i in λi/λi−1 is interchanged with the maximal ∗ smaller
than it in the cross order, and if there is no such ∗, then that i is removed and
replaced by a new ∗. The horizontal strip of ∗’s is initially empty, and remains so
until encountering the first nonempty horizontal strip λi/λi−1, at which point all i’s
are logically removed and replaced by ∗’s. We give an example in Figure 12 of an
intermediate stage of the algorithm, where two i’s are removed.
* i i i
i*
* * i i
*
−−−→
* * * *
i *
ii * *
i
Figure 12. Row extraction on horizontal strips.
This process is essentially Tesler’s algorithm S as described in Section 6.2, up to
standard renumbering. The column-strict extension of Tesler’s rectification algorithm
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proceeds as follows: Given P , form tableaux P0, P1, . . . , Pk and multisets r1, . . . , rk
by P0 := P , and for each i = 1, . . . , k,
Pi := E(Pi−1) and ri := r(Pi−1) .
Then Pk = ∅, and an analysis as in Section 6.2 shows that the multisets r1, . . . , rk
form the rows of the rectification of P . Figure 13 shows this procedure applied to
the tableau P of Figures 10 and 11. Each row in the figure is one application of E ,
and the multiset of entries removed in each step is displayed to the right.
1
1
2
2
2 3 3
2
2
2 3 3
*
*
3 3
2
2
*
*
*
2
2
* *
3
*
3 {1, 1, 2}
2
2 3
3
3
3*
*
* *
3 * {2, 2, 3}
3 * {3}
Figure 13. Rectifying using row extraction.
7.3. Column Extraction. The last algorithm of column extraction is strangest of
all. Its discovery in February 1992 and a desire to find a common framework with
jeu de taquin was the genesis of this paper. Column extraction is constructed from
the column sliding algorithm of Stroomer [22], which we first describe.
Let P be a column-strict tableau with entries in [k], and let b be an inner corner
of P . A column slide beginning at b is given by moving an empty box b through P as
follows. Initially b switches with the first 1 greater in the cross order in P . Then the
empty box switches with the first 2 in the cross order, and so on, concluding when
b switches with a k. It is only permissible to begin a column slide at b when there
exists a chain of entries in the cross order labelled 1, 2, . . . , k. In the figure below, it
is not permissible to begin a column slide at the inner corner marked with an X , but
it is permissible to begin a column slide at the inner corner marked with an ∗. We
shade the paths of both the impermissible column slide beginning with X and the
permissible column slide beginning with ∗, and then in the right tableau show the
result of the permissible column slide.
Lemma 7.1. The result T of a permissible column slide on a tableau P is Knuth-
equivalent to P .
Proof. Consider the complement PC writing PC above the tableau P . Then an
inner corner b of P is an outer cocorner of PC from which we could begin a reverse
column insertion [3, 14]. Either an entry of PC will be bumped from PC or this
reverse insertion will result in a new box on the inner border of PC . Stroomer [22]
showed that in the first case, it is not permissible to begin a column slide at b on P ,
and in the second case, the column slide is permissible, and TC is the tableau obtained
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2
3
1
2
4
3
4
1
2
5
4
5 5
4
2
6 6
*
31 1
X
3
4
2
3
1
2
4
6
5
4
5 5
4
2
6 6
1
2
3
4
5
6
4 5
6 *
1
2
5
3
2
1
5 64
5
665
43
22
Figure 14. Impermissible and permissible column slides.
from the (internal) column insertion. Thus PC and TC are Knuth-equivalent, and so
by Theorem 2.2, P and T are Knuth-equivalent.
This proof shows that a permissible column slide is complementary to an internal
column insertion, and thus may be computed using hopscotch moves. Indeed, the left
and right tableaux in Figure 14 are respectively the second and first rows in Figure 7.
We illustrate the complementary nature of a permissible column slide and an internal
insertion. The (reverse) column insertion in the tableau below on the left beginning
with the shaded box results in the tableau on the right below. These tableaux are
the complements of the tableaux in Figure 14.
*
6
4
6
4
5
4
3
6
5
2
1
4
6
3
21
52
1
64
1
3
6
44
53
6
5
4
6
3
52
1
2 2
4 6
1
*
1
643
1
Observe that if the first column of the tableau P is full, that is, consists of all the
entries in [k], then any inner corner of P can initiate a permissible column slide. Also
note that if T is the result of a permissible column slide beginning at an inner corner
b, then we may initiate a permissible column slide at any inner corner of T smaller
than b in the cross order.
Definition 7.2. Let P be a tableau with entries in [k]. Form the tableau P ′ by
placing a full column of the entries 1, . . . , k to the left of, and beginning in the same
row as, the first column of P . The cell b just above the rightmost column of P ′ is an
inner corner of P ′, and so it is permissible to initiate a column slide in that cell. The
cell just above b is an inner corner of the resulting tableau, and we may begin another
column slide with this cell. Repeating this procedure at most k times, we obtain a
tableau T ′ whose rightmost column is full, and we delete this column to obtain the
tableau X (P ).
By construction, P and X (P ) have the same content. More is true.
Lemma 7.3. The tableaux P and X (P ) are Knuth-equivalent.
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We will prove this lemma at the end of this section. We illustrate this operation
on the tableau of our running example.
2
1
31
2
3
2
1
2
3
2
1
31
2
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
31
2
3
2
2 3
21
3
1 2
2 3
21
3
1
1
2
2
3
Figure 15. Column extraction.
Iterating X sufficiently many times rectifies a tableau.
Theorem 7.4. Let P be a column-strict tableau. Let j be the number of columns of
P that begin in rows higher than the first column of P . Then the jth iterate X j(P )
of column extraction applied to P is the rectification of P .
Proof. The number of columns of X (P ) is at most the number of columns of P .
Also, if the first i columns of P begin in the same row, then the first i+1 columns of
X (P ) will begin in that same row, unless X (P ) has fewer than i+1 columns. Thus
X j(P ) has all of its columns beginning in the same row, and so it has partition
shape. Since P is Knuth-equivalent to X j(P ) by Lemma 7.3, we see that X j(P ) is
the rectification of P .
Figure 16 illustrates the algorithm of Theorem 7.4, applying X twice more to the
example of Figure 15.
1
2
3
2 3
1
2
2 3
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
3 3
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
1
2
3
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
2
3
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
1
2
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
2
2
1 1
1
2
2 3 2
1 1 2
2 3
1
2
3
3
2
1 1 2
2 3
3 3 3 3
Figure 16. Rectifying using column extraction.
Our proof of Lemma 7.3 uses Knuth equivalence ≃ of words in the alphabet [k] [14,
3, 20]. Given two words w, v, let w.v be their concatenation. Given a column-strict
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tableau P , let ω(P ) be its (column) word, which is the entries of P listed from the
bottom to top in each column, starting in the leftmost column and moving right. We
use the result of Schu¨tzenberger [18] that tableaux P and Q are Knuth-equivalent
if and only if ω(P ) ≃ ω(Q). Set C := k . . . 2.1, the word of a full column. We first
prove a lemma concerning Knuth equivalence and C, or rather commutation and
cancellation in the plactic monoid of Lascoux and Schu¨tzenberger [7].
Lemma 7.5. Let w, v be any words in the alphabet [k]. Then
(i) C.w ≃ w.C.
(ii) C.w ≃ C.v if and only if w ≃ v.
Proof. For (i), it suffices to consider the case when w is a single number i. Then
i.C is the column word of a tableau of skew shape 2k/1k−1 whose rectification has
partition shape (2, 1k−1) and word C.i.
The reverse direction of (ii) is trivial. Suppose C.w ≃ C.v and let P,Q be tableaux
of partition shape with ω(P ) ≃ w and ω(Q) ≃ v. Then C.ω(P ) ≃ C.ω(Q). But for
any tableau T , C.ω(T ) is the word of a tableau T ′ of partition shape obtained from
T by placing a full column to its left. Since there is a unique tableau of partition
shape in any Knuth equivalence class, we must then have C.ω(P ) = C.ω(Q), thus
P ′ = Q′, and so P = Q. But this implies w ≃ v.
Proof of Lemma 7.3. Let P, P ′, T ′ be as in Definition 7.2 and set T = X (P ).
Then
C.ω(P ) = ω(P ′) ≃ ω(T ′) = ω(T ).C ≃ C.ω(T ) .
The first Knuth-equivalence follows from Lemma 7.1, as T ′ is obtained from P ′ by
column slides. The second Knuth-equivalence is Statement (i) of Lemma 7.5. Since
C.ω(P ) ≃ C.ω(T ), we deduce that ω(P ) ≃ ω(T ), by (ii) of Lemma 7.5, and so P is
Knuth equivalent to X (P ).
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